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SBA Plans Grade Reform Referendum Soon
by Roy Baldwin
plan, instead of each of the proPlans for a grade. reform
fessors responsible for teaching
referendum were announced by sections of Torts, for example,
the SBA Grade Reform Com- the course would be divided into
mittee this week. The referenthree or four separate units and
dum will take place Nov. 20, and
each Torts professor would prewill measure student opinion on pare, teach and grade papers in
, a wide range of proposals formuonly one of such units.
lated by the Committee this fall,
2. An opportunity for firstas well as a number of proposals year students to choose credit-no
"left over" from last year.
credit for some or all of their
"The purpose of the refer- first-year courses. This option
endum," said Committee mem- would be coupled with a liberalber John Gunther, "is to find out ization of the passing requirewhich proposals among the half ment for receiving credit from
dozen or so we've been looking the present 65 down to 55.
at so far this year are the most
3. A proposal to convert the
important in the eyes of the NLC
grades
in each course into stanstudents. We will submit to the
dardized
percentile-scores.' UnFaculty Scholarship Committee
those proposals that receive the der this proposal the student
most student support, and we'll would receive a score of from 0
to 99 for each course, corresjust table the rest."
The following is a list of pro- ponding to the ranking that
posals that will appear on the student achieved in the section.
referendum ballot. Students will Professors would be allowed to
give whatever grades they felt
be asked to approve or' disapprove' of each individual pro- the student deserved, but all
posal, and then indicate the pro- grades would be placed on this
posal or proposals they like the. percentile curve before appear. ing on the transcript.
most.
1. A "team-teaching"
ap4. The same proposal as #3
proach to the first year classes, above, with the addition of an
that would expose students to option to the student to have his
the teaching style of three or or her transcript show either the
four professors in each subject
percentile-score or "CR" for
instead of just one. Under this
each course passed.

5. A proposal to continue the ber grade-percentile score or 'essay question asked on their
exams. (Proposals #7, 8, and 9
present number-grade system as "CR" for each course passed.
were
passed by the SBA last
it appears on the student's
7. A proposal that would add
year. but the Committee felt that
transcript, but to add for each to the present number-letter
course for which a number grade grading system the grades of they should be re-submitted to
the student body this year to see
is shown the student's percentile
A+, B+, C+, andD+ ..
if they continue to receive
ranking in that' section as
8. A proposal to establish a support.)
.
described in #3 above.
Grade Review Board, to process
In
addition,
two
or
three
other
6. The same proposal as in #5
grade appeals.
proposals which have not been
above, but with the addition that
9. A proposal to require pro- acted upon by the Committee
the student be given the option
of having his or her transcript . fessors to post model answers in may find their way onto the
'
show either the combined num- prose or outline form for each referendum ballot.

Agnew May Face Private Suit

by Mark Brodsky
from contractors
were not
Three GW law school' stu- brought to court.
Citing variousprecedents the
dents are considering instituting
a private, law suit on behalf of students argue that money paid
the citizens of Maryland against as bribes to a state public official
former Governor Spiro T. Ag- can be recovered by the state in
new and former Roads Commis- civil suits.
The students, Roy Baldwin,
sion Chairman Jerome B. Wolff
to recover kickbacks and bribes Bruce Feder, and Richard Ten.alleged to have been paid to enbaum and their counsel Glenn
them during their tenure as of- A. Goldberg, recently asked
Attorney General Francis B.
ficials of the State of Maryland.
Last October Agnew. pleaded Burch to institute a civil suit'
nolo contendere to a charge of against Agnew and WoIff.
The students complain that
tax evasion. As part of the agreement reached between the feder- Burch was asked last March to
al government and Agnew, al- . bring such a civil action against
legations of the receipt of funds Agnew, but as yet has taken no
action. ,
According to Goldberg, a law
instructor at GW, Burch was to
have replied to the students
demand by Friday. Goldberg
radicalized his hair length, but it never penetrated
said that he and the students
to his brain. The remark drew laughter from the
would meet this week to decide
audience, but not a blink ,from the waiting
speaker. The scowl, however, disappeared as Mr. on what course of action to take
on their own, since Burch has.
Justice Rehnquist took the podium firmly in hand
and commenced what turned out to be a very not replied to their demand.
Goldberg said that the stuinformal and informative talk on a very
dents could either institute a
uri-controversial topic: The Art of Oral Advocacy.
. It is rare that we students get a view from the private suit or ask a Maryland
more exalted side of the bench and that view may
be even more worthy of our contemplation when it
comes to us via a Justice of the United States
Supreme Court. At any rate, the insights shared
by Justice Rehnquist certainly captured one's
attention more than those earnest lectures in
by Diane Seeger
Legal Research.
.
Ross Delston is the winner of
Despite his background of experiences ranging
the special second year election
from clerking for Justice Jackson through years of for SBA representative held
private practice and a stint with the Office of Thursday, October 31.
.
Legal Counsel at the Justice Department, the
, Delston captured 34 votes. in
Honorable Justice confided that he has learned
the election. His, closest commore about the art of oral advocacy while on the
petitor, Jim Sconyers, snared 20
bench than in all his previous years.
votes. In afield of 33 write-in
Justice Rehnquist characterized good oral
candidates, Charles Burke won
argument as simply successful communication
11 votes, Harry Skefos took 6
between counsel and the judges on the panel,
votes and Mike Hagelberg closed
employing the medium of the spoken word and an
with 5 votes.
essential physical presence on the part of counsel.
Out of 350 eligible voters, 87
Glancing at his notes, the Justice reiterated a
point which hopefully we all carry tattooed on our law students turned out to cast
brains by now ... Don't Read From Your Brief. their ballot.
Emphasizing that the purpose of oral advocacy is
The election was held after
to accomplish what the brief alone cannot do, he Charles Blum, the write-in win- .
cautioned that oral argument- should not merely ner in the first election held on
October 10, declined the post.
Please turn to p. 6, col. 1

Rehnquist Discusses Advocacy
by Steve Converse
The setting was the inspiring surroundings of
the Bacon Hall' Student Lounge, filled to
brimming with students and faculty filling chairs,
tables, and leaving standing- room only. In his
introductory remarks,Professor Dixon recalled
the saying common among the speaker's former
'colleagues at the Department of Justice to the
effect that their liberalizing influence may have

.court to issue a writ of mandamus to force Burch to bring civil
suit against Agnew. Goldberg
said he viewed the former course
of action as more likely.
The legal theory behind the
suit would be, according to Goldberg, that the mere acceptance
of the bribe by a state official is a
breach of his duty to the state,
and thus money unlawfully received bya state official must be
returned to the public treasury.
In a letter to Burch the students stated, "We submit that
Spiro T. Agnew must not be allowed to continue to enjoy the
benefits of the over $100,000 in
alleged unjust enrichment at the
expense of the citizens and taxpayers of Maryland."
In their letter the' students
warned Burch that they might
institute private action against
Agnew and Wolff or seek a writ
of mandamus unless Burch
brought civil suit. The letter
stated, " ... Legal action might
be brought by appropriate private parties to recover this
Please turn to p. 8, col. 4

IRossDelston Electedl

Justice William Rehnquist

The position was originally left
vacant when John Shapleigh,
who was elected as the· second
year representative last spring,
did not return to the Law Center
in the fall.

Ross Delston
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Nl.,CDecides to Comply with Subpoena
by Charles Leone
The University has decided
not to try to quash or resist the
subpoena issued by the District
of Columbia Office of Human
Rights in connection with a
complaint filed by the Black
American Law Student Association (BALSA). Associate Dean
Edward Potts revealed last week
that University counsel is con-

vinced that the subpoena is
valid.
The greatest problem presentednow, according to Potts,
is the scope of the subpoena and
the sheer volume of work necessary for compliance. The Law
School will probably request
that the Office of Human Rights
reduce the scope of the records
search which, according to the

face of the subpoena, requires
the school to provide information going back, in some instances, to the mid and late '60s.
Another problem faced by the
school.is identification of Black
students. Other than for students admitted thruspecial recruitment programs, the school
has no means of racially identifying students from records that

NORML Defends Privacy Rights
by Jack Rose
Associate Professor Erik Sirulnik is assisting former Attorney-General Ramsey Clark in
a suit filed in the District Court
for the District of Columbia by
the National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML). The civil suit, which
names former D.C. Police Chief
Jerry Wilson, Mayor Walter
Washington. the present Attorney General, and the head of the
Justice Department's Drug Enforcement Agency as defendants. is seeking a declaration
that penalties for the possession
and use of marijuana by adults
are violative of the individual's
right of privacy and other
express constitutional guarantees.

NORML's position is that
marijuana is not sufficiently
dangerous to either the user or
society to warrant a criminal
penalty for possession and use
by adults. Relying heavily on the
research of Dr. Lester Grinspoon of Harvard (author of
Marijuana Reconsidered) and
Dr. J. Thomas Ungerleider of
Standford, NORML argues that
while no drug is totally harmless,
marijuana is the least harmful
psycho-active drug.

Each of the successive rationales
put forward to justify its prohibition have been discredited by
contemporary
scientific evidence.
It has been determined beyond reasonable scientific doubt
that marijuana is not a narcotic,
that its use does not result in
physical addiction, that it does
not cause crime, and that it does
not lead to the use of hard drugs.
Yet its use and possession ~an
result in penalties equivalent to
those for arson or assault with a
deadly weapon. The suit contends that the discrepancy between seriousness of the offense
and the magnitude of the
punishment constitutes cruel
and unusual punishment.
Furthermore, the suit argues,
the impunity with which other
drugs with known deleterious
effects and probably hazards,
such as alcohol, can, be freely
used is a denial 'of equal
protection of the laws.
It is in the preparation of the
Equal Protection portion of the
argument that Professor Sirulnik has been most active. He
anticipates that the case will be
, argued by Ramsey Clark before
a special panel of three Federal
District Court judges during
the month of December. Any
appeal from that decision would
be directly to the U.S. Supreme
Court.

of the drug by individuals. (In
fact, the oft-stated position of
the organization is to discourage'
use of all recreational drugs.)
However, NORML contends
that the irreparable harm to the
approximately
one. quartermillion young people who will be
busted in the United States this
year far outweighs any demonstrated harm to the society
attributable to the drug.
NORML argues that before
the criminal law can breach the
boundaries of private conduct
there must be a clear and
convincing case of' overriding
harm to society, and that thus
far the case has not been made.
NORML's Director, Kenneth
Stroup, noted in a press release
issued at the time the suit was
filed last May that the weight of
modern scientific evidence, ineluding the most recent annual
report of the federal govern-.
ment's own.National Institute of
Mental Health) continues to
confirm that marijuana is a
relatively harmless substance.

are kept by the school's' ad- ministration has not yet made a
decision on the form in which
ministrative offices. .
Potts maintains that while the data will be presented to the
currently enrolled Black stu- Human Rights. Office. The subdents can be identified with the poena permits submission of
help of BALSA, those who have summary data, but, since that
graduated arid did not parti- method involves more work for
cipate in the minority admis- the staff preparing the compilasions program cannot be identi- tions, the school may turn over
raw data, probably copies of-the
fied:
In order to try to narrow the ' unofficial grade sheets with stuscope of the materials requested, dent names deleted.
In a meeting on October 29
Potts said that there would be a .
meeting this week with the the Student Bar Association
Office of Human Rights and expressed concern with the
possibility. of release of data in
University counsel.
this latter form. SBA President
A letter addressed to all stuTom Garza noted that, although
dents and faculty whose records
student names were deleted, a
are within the scope the substudent could be identified from
poena is being prepared by the
other data on the forms. '
law school administration in
The SBAalso expressed reorder to explain the subpoena
servations about the release of
and what it asks for. Potts said
material containing financial
that the letter will serve as notice
information with respect to
to those whose records are to be
individual students, since stuincluded in the material to be
dents could be easily identified
turned 'over to the Human
from specific and detailed inRights Office.
formation on forms such as
The letter is required by the
Please turn to p, 8, col. 1
regulations set forth in the
National ~w Center Bulletin.
The regulation (see page 42 of
&I
the 1973-74 bulletin), entitled
"University Policy on the Release of Student Information,"
Kappa Beta Pi Legal Associastates that "Additional inform ation will be released only on tion is sponsoring a Professional
written authorization from the Evening on Monday, November
student, or by court order or 11, at 8 P.M. at the lounge of
subpoena. If a subpoena is Alumni House, 714 21st St.,
served, the student whose record NW. The speaker will be Ilona
is being subpoenaed will be Nickles of the Women's Legal
notified and the subpoena will Defense Fund; Ms. Nickles will
be referred to the University's speak about Woman's Credit
Rights. Everyone is invited to
legal counsel."
The National Law Center ad- attend.

Nickles on
Credi
re ~t R·~gh ts'

SBA President's Report

by Tomas G~a
money or good used furniture. If you have some
., Student Lounge
.good ideas or if you know of any possible donors,
At our scheduled meeting on October 29; 1974,
please let us know.
the SBA unanimously passed a resolution,
' Subpoena
.
concerning the decoration of the lounge. The
As most of you know, Dean Potts received a
resolution .expressed the opinion of the SBA subpoena duces tecum from the Office of Human
members that .the NLC administration was Rights which orders him to produce certain
obligated to decorate and furnish the' lounge. student records and other information.
Since mostSBA resolutions carry the effectof the
We discussed the subpoena at our recent
bite of a pesty gnat, the petitions circulated
meeting and tried to determine what action, if
throughout the school provided additional
any, should be taken by the SBA. Most SBA
. On October 23, 1974. Gary
Employment
Committee.
ammunition,
members felt that we should comply with the
Johnson. a second year student,
The primary function of this
On Friday, November 1, i974, the administrasubpoena with the exclusion of certain data, e.g.,
was elected to the position of group will be to develop re- tion responded to our efforts and informed the' GAPSFAS forms.
Chairman of the George Wash- sources and establish communiSBA that they were willing to match funds with '
One important factor brought out in the
ington Chapter of Black Ameri-. cations with Black lawyers and any money raised by the SBA for the decoration of meeting, which may be critical, was. the' form in
can Law Student Association. law firms throughout the United the lounge. While this decision by the adminiswhich the data would be released. Such data
(BALSA).
.
States.
tration is not the most desired,' and,' in my could be released either in graphical form, i.e., all
In the 1974~7Sterm, BALSA'
opinion, not the proper response from a data compiled and arranged in some form, or raw
will reorganize itself to establish (4) Finance Committee. This responsi'bl e school,1 the matching funds do provide .form, e.g., grade sheets are xeroxed with names
various administrative commit- Committee is to be responsible some hope of decorating the lounge this year. Our
and other identification blotted out. Data in raw
tees within the organization to for co-ordinating fund raising problem now is raising one-half, the funds
form, in some cases, may breach the anonymity'
carry out needed group func- activities and budgetary proce-. necessary to decorate the lounge adequately.
barrier notwithstanding the omission of the
tions.
dures.·
Sometime this week a committee will determine
student's identification. '
The proposed committees are (S) Communications Commit- how much furniture is necessary and the
Since we do not know how the data will be
as follows:
tee: Activities of this' group will estimated cost for such furniture and other '. released by Dean Potts, the SBA passed a
(1) Executive Committee. The
center around submitting arti- decorations. In my opinion, the total cost will resolution urging the administration to inform us,
functions of this committee will cles, written by BALSA rnem- probably fall between $4,000 and $6,000.
the students, of the time, amount, and form of
be primarily administrative in bers, to various local and
Question: 'How do we raise two or three ' data to be released.
nature.
national publications.
thousand dollars? Surely, there must be good
The SBA, of course, can not determine for the
(2) OrientationCommittee;-The~(6)ProgramIProjects
Commit---·,id~which
will generatesomefunds.Our'basic----studentswhatinformation
will be released or how
activities of this committee will tee. The responsibilities of this problem, of course, is a lack of student time to
it will be released but we do hope that we will keep
center around working with committee will be to plan com- organize any worthwhile project. Perhaps, our
each of you adequately informed so that you may
incoming and first-year Black munity related projects and only viable solution is a search for donors, e.g.,
decide individually on the propriety of the data
students."
lectures for the academic year:"- alumni, -who would ,be willing to donate'either---released
.. ':-",
_,.', , ... , .. '"
It is not

the objective of
NORML to stimulate either
experimentation or regular use

BALSA Elects Chairman,
Reorganizes Committees
<3)

NLC Experiences Admissions 'Shift
by Edie Holleman
It gets a little tougher each
year to be accepted as a student
at The National Law Center.
While total applications are up,
class size has stayed about the
,same, and the result is that the,
class of 1977 has LSAT scores
and grade point averages slightly
higher than those of the previous
class.
"They're not a great deal
higher," says Dean W. Wallace
Kirkpatrick, who is also chairman of the Admissions Committee. "Our big increase was about
five years ago when the number
of applications really began to
go up."

Five years ago, 424 first-year
students registered; this fall the
total was 417. For the class of
1973, there were 2,603 applications that resulted in a decision;
for the class of 1977, there were
6,253 considered. The latter
figure is also up significantly
from the 4,562 applications for
last year's class, when total
applications were inexplicably
lower than usual.
The result was that 23.6% of
the applicants for this year's
entering class were accepted,
compared to 35.2% last year.
The majority of them-349had LSAT scores from 550 to
699, and most of the class had .

II. Occupation 01father (il retired or deceased, so state, giving former occupation):_-'-

_

grade point averages about 3.0.
There were almost no students'
with LSAT scores belowSOO,
and only nine with scores over
750.
But fewer people who were
accepted at GW this year
actually came. About 25% of
those admitted for the day
division actually came, and 42%
of the night division registered.
That's down from 27% and 42%,
respectively, last year, which
makes' their class sizes of 302
and 115 somewhat smaller than
those of 375 and 124 last year.
(However, since theadministration decided to cut out one of the
day division's, sections, the
smaller total size had no effect,
whatsoever on the school's most
serious. problem-overcrowded
classrooms.)

Oid your father attend college? Dyes;
Ono. Name01college:~
If he did attend, did he graduate? Dyes;
Ono.

__

~,~_,

12. Occupation of mother(II retired or deceased, so state, givinglormer occupation):
Did your motherattend college? Dyes;
Ono. Nameor college:
If she did attend, did she graduate? Dyes;
Ono.

__

~

Women appear to have gained
in this year's class; In both,
'divisions, there are 34.4% women, and women were accepted
in greater proportion to the
number that applied than men
were: 29.30/0 of all the women
that 'applied were accepted,
while only 21.5% of the men
were.
Acceptances of minority students were also up. Over 100
students in this category, mainly

'AdmissionsCriteria Detailed
by Edie Holleman '
.'
, If you come from a good undergraduate school,

have a grade point average of 3.3 or above, and
get over 600 (preferably about 650) on your
LSAT'anda reasonable writing score, you will
14, Are you applying lor linancial assistance? eyes;
I: no.
probably be admitted to the National Law Center
11yes, check type: 0 loans 0 scholarships
without any further trouble. .
On the other hand, if you come from a
)~, Are you asking lor veterans benefits?
0 yes;
0 no,
community college.have a grade point average of
16. Have you a disability or illness of any kind which couldalfect your academicperformance' •
between 2.5 and 3.0 and get under SOOon your
Uyes;
Ono.
II yes, describe briefly:
---'_,'_--'_
LSAT, you will probably be rejected without
17.: Have you been inder the care of a physician or practitioner 01any kind within the past two years?
further consideration. .
Dyes;
ono.
II yes, for what condition?
'---'--'-_
The admissions process here is almost
completely dependent on those criteria. The
.school takes the GPA, LSAT score and writing
score, adds in the mean (average) score of the
, persons from your undergraduate school {which is
a method of ranking that school) and comes up
with it. grade predictor for the first year of law
school.
,
by Oliver Long
'. The acceptable. grade predictor, the school is
The N.L.C will be hosting a meeting of Washington Area law '!low working with is in the high 70s, although
students on Saturday, November 9, in the Marvin Center. Groups to Dean W. Wallace Kirkpatrick, chairman of the
be represented are BALSA, La Raza, Women's Law Caucus,
Admissions Committee, says there is not
Student Bar Association, and newspaper staffs from each of the six automatic cut-off. But below a 75 is probably
local law schools. Meeting separately beginning at 8:30 a.m., and
unacceptable. Also considered are the number of
then in a lecture format, the organizations will share insights into hours taken per semester,' the movement up or
their present programs, projected operations, and values. Several down of grades during . college, and the
national officers of the American Bar Association's Law Student ' concentration of grades in A, B, C and D. -have
Division will be leading the various discussions.
'
Some may think that this is a rather arbitrary'
The program Is sponsored by the' Eleventh Circuit of. the Law way to pick students, but Dean Kirkpatrick sees it
Student Division, and is expected to attract a number of local law as one of the fairest methods possible when there
students interested in the possibilities for new clinical and extraare more than 6,000 applicants that must be
curricular programs in the D.C. Area. The gathering reflects the
considered. He says that, given a 2~.pointspread
Division's purpose of promoting involvement in the challenges of the
on either side of the grade predictor, the number
organized bar and of society at large.
'is 95%-96% valid for anticipating students'
In addition to the workshops and lectures; there will be informal
performance.
-discussions comparing the curricula and goals of the District of
"Five years ago, we could take a chance [on the
Columbia law schools. -'
exceptional student]," he says. "Now if we do
The mini-convention will be held from 8:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. ,that, we're saying 'no' to someone with better
November 9, on the fourth floor of the Marvin Center. Attendance
qualifications. Our best indication is that this is a
and refreshments are free of charge, and all law students are invited.
good predictor. We',re trying not to be unfair to
the people who are qualified."
International Student In Card"
Members of the Admissions Committee, who
are all faculty members or deans; review 'each
Eurailpass " Britrail Pass'
application, but spend most of their time on the
RESERVATIONS
borderline applicants-those
with scores in the
TICKETS
lower 600s and GPAs of about 3.3.
"
EVERYWHERE
Minority applicants get more attention when
.they are referred to the· minority admissions
Amtrak
committee which sets its own standards, which
Air'
may vary from year to year depending on the
,
Steamship
committee's makeup, but generally are not too
different than the school's. Applications that can
MARVIN CENTER
be readily identifiable as coming from minority;
FREE SERVICECALL 659-2968
persons are sent automatically to this committee,

NLCHosts A'BA·LSD
WashingtonA.reaMeeting:

black and Spanish-surnamed,
were accepted. The school
doesn't release statistics, but it
appears that there are between
12 and 15 black students in the
first-year class, compared to
over 30 last year. Registration of
students with Spanish surnames,
totaling about 7 last year,
remained the same.
'
Dean Kirkpatrick says that
registration of minority students
-is controlled by the amount of
tuition remission money' the
school has available. Many of
them need financial aid, and
tuition remission-s-the main type
of help the school offers-is
limited to about 30 students per
year. One of the reasons for the
.low registration figure may have
been because these students
.were not notified until very late .
,as to whether they would receive
aid or not, and made other plans
in the meantime.
.

_

13. II you are a new law student, give all dates on which you took or plan to iake the LSAT, (Do not
give dates il you are an advancedstanding or unclassilied student.)
_

Give the date you are registered or plan 10 register with
Law School DataAssembly Service (Does not apply to applicants lor advancedstanding or lor
Undassified states.)

Dean Kirkpatrick attributes
the drop in actual registrations
to the higher qualifications of

'the students. "The better the
student is, the more places he or
she will have to go," he says. He
also noted that the school was
, able to more accurately control
the size of the class by moving
the date for a firm' deposit from
July Ito June 1, which means it
can go to its waiting list more
quickly and accept a more
accurate number from' that
group.

which also does it own recruiting. For those who
need money or have other special considerations,
it is advantageous to work through the committee.
GW asks for neither recommendation letters
: nor writing samples from its applicants, and it
doesn't encourage interviews. The dean says let"
ters of recommendation aren't very good, because
they always say that the applicant "is the best
" 'student the professor ever had," but they can be
important for the borderline students. This group,
.rnay include people 'who did poorly the: first,
two yeats of college and very well the last two, or',
' can show by other extenuating circumstances that
their potential for good gradesIs higher than,
indicated. Writing samples can also be important
for this group.
.
"We don't' put much emphasis on interviews;
because 20 minutes is not "really useful.in judging,
anyone," Kirkpatrick says, "and I may not like
the way you comb your hair."
Kirkpatrick' said some consideration had been
given to the fact that the school is choosing
students only on their ability to perform in the
: first year, and not on their potential for being
competent lawyers. "ETS [Education Testing
Service who gives the LSAT and compiles other
'data] is trying to find out what makes a successful
lawyer by asking practicing attorneys, but it won't
anything for some time."
,
In the meantime, it is fairly clear that GW isn't
going to change its policies. The school has found
that people who have done well on examinations
in the past will probably continue to do well in the
future, and that's good enough. With application
levels as high as they are, and the general apathy
level of the students at an equal high. there is
' really no reason to change.

Sobel,I, Discusses,
, On Doing Time
Morton Sobell, co-defendent with Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg, wil1 discuss his newly released
book' On Doing- Time Friday, November 18 at.
8 P.M. at the GeorgetownLaw School Lounge. ,
Charged with conspiracy to commit espionage,
the Rosenbergs were sentenced to death and
Sobell served eighteen years and five months of
'his'original thirty year sentence. On Doing Time
is Sobell's story of his trial and imprisonment.
The Georgetown Law School is located at the
,corner of Massachusetts Ave: and 6th Street N.W.
'. The proceeds from the $2 donation will go to
.fhe Washington Area Attica Brothers Legal' ,
Defense. Refreshments will be served.
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Ideological Voters
Today, in voting booths across the country, citizens will
perform once again the ritual act of voting.
.
The collective opinion of millions will give a new face and
shape to not only Congress but also to state and local
legislative bodies. But the chances are, unfortunately, that
after the election, things will remain essentially the same for
the next two years. New bills will be introduced, major reform
legislation may be passed in the health and tax areas, and
some campaign reform may be achieved. But the basic
ideology of "What's good for General Motors is good for the
Country" will remain as before.
The American public has, for a good many years, chosen its
leaders on a variety of grounds: personality, strength of
character, ability to administer, ability to represent special
interest groups, and others. The electorate chooses whom it
.doesn't want to see in office as often as it makes a positive
choice, leaving a set of leaders who represent, at best, a
collection of the least of two original evils. People seldom
make the choice for elected officials on the grounds of the
program and ideas of candidates expressed in terms of the
relationship of segments of the society to one another, i.e., ..
people don't vote ideologically.
"
Personally I thi~k:N ix~n was better
Thepre~~economkcrids~whkhnoone~ems~havea
:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
solution may have the beneficial effect of transforming this.' ." ..' '.
. ... "
approach
into one that has its basis in factors more
substantive than personality and interest group representa-'>..
... ,.
."..
.
'.
'.
tion. It may take hard times. to make the American public,
realize.that
t~ey a~e indeed voting (but still no~ choosin~)
:.'
along ideological lines, even though only one Ideology IS
"
."
.: ,
.....
<:

repre~en~ed on the ballot. .
...
.
It .IS time now for candidates to deal with Issues In an
ideological manner and time for the public to challenge office
seekers on ideological lines. It is useless to attempt to deal
, with intensely political issues in-terms-of
personality and
special interest group representation. The tools one uses to
a roach .a- roblem must be suited to the magnitude of the
pp
p
.
..
.
problem. Once we, as a voting bod~, lear? this propOSItion,. we
can make progress toward deahng wIth, our cu~rent: ills,

More Participation
The next issue of the Advocate, to be published on
November 19, will be the final issue of the fall semester.
Publication will resume in January with the start-of the spring
semester.
Although subjects dealt with in various articles this
semester have varied as widely as the interests of the authors,
the number of persons contributing to the final result has not
been large.
.
In order to remain part of the life of the National Law
C t
th Ad
t
td
di
th
. en er, e
vo~a e.mus raw on a gro~p more Iverse. an
ISpresently contributing. W ~ welcome articles, I~t~ers, photos,
cartoons, and other expressions of fact and 0plnton from all
segments of the Law Center and university communities. Copy
should be sent to the Advocate, Room 11, Bacon Hall, by
campus mail, or potential contributors can visit in person to
discuss possibilities for articles
'r-~
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Your editorial 06'· grade re-: ,: proposals mentioned' 'by Mr. .viewer knew (from a riote on the
form proposals is a welcome
Baldwin. ."
.
transcript> that the. student
recognition of the seriousness of
. It is true that a percentile- could have elected a different
the problem, but unfortunately
score is a starkly competitive way to show proficiency in the
your c.haracterization of ~he ~echan!sm, but .in. a; competi-. course~taken.
.
.
percentile-score system was mtive enylronment ..t ISlmp?rta?t
But If .a st~dent ISnot in fact
correct..
, to obviate the dlsc~epancles in co~petlt~ve, It should. make no
The percentile-score system as
the current grading system senous difference to him or her
originally proposed views the
which responds more to dif- that such a vague inference
percentile-scores as only one half' ferences in individual professors' might be drawn. Most students
of the' proposal, the other half
grading standards and course will
probably
have
a
being the right of the student to
demands than to' differences in combination transcript, showing
take a "CR~' in the course as an
overall or individual student high percentile-scores in courses
. altemative to the percentile- . performances.
where they in fact achieved such
-score. This latter. provision.
In a percentile-score. system, scores and showing "CR's" in
enables the student with a non- . there' is no :competitive advant- other courses. Again, if adverse
competitive outlook on his or her
age in signing up for "easy" inferences are drawn from
law school experience to opt out
courses., or "easy" professors. "CR's", that .is no worse than
of the overly competitive rat race
Studentsthen will be more likely the inference to be drawn from
if he or she so chooses. . .
to sign up for courses which have the actual score.
From this point of view the
substantive content that. they
Several points of the proposal
-percentile-score sys~e.miS,only a wish or need to lea~n ~n~ for should be mentioned:
.
way to preserv~ !he rights of the
professors who .are b~tter reProfessors have a right to
more competitive students to
gardless of their gradtng. pro- fad up to 10 percent of a
have their transcripts reflect
pensities.
'section,
'independently
of
their efforts. In this way the
Students who do not wish to percentile-scores, except that
~traditional differences between
be caught up in the competitive failures must .be consecutively
the advocates of a "pass-fail"
struggle can remove themselves marked from the bottom of the
approach and the advocates of from it and they too will be more class upward. This means that
the "importance of g~?<t:grades" li.~elyto sign up fo.~~ou~~es or~~e
la';, school will not be
approach can be mItigated.
professors for the right reaforced to graduate anyone
This proposal is an electiv~ sons rather than become in- who has not mastered the
system that is premised on the volved in survival techniques.
fundamentals of the courses
notion that each student should
The likely result of such an taken. have at least a limited right to elective sYstem would· be that
(2) In order to ~ualify for
determine for himself or herself.. students' transcripts will reflect graduation, a student must have
what the goals of a legal three kinds of profiles. Some few an average percentile-score of at
education should be.
students
(particularly
those -least 10 percent. This prevents
I should note that none of that do well) may show percent- the law school from having to
the proposals have as yet been
i1e-scores in all their courses, . graduate students who, while
approved by the Grade Reform
thereby showing their relative they have not failed any courses,
Committee and that Mr. Baldabilities in a much more accur- have just barely passed most or
win's article only summarizes
ate and adequate way than they all of them. It should also be
some of the proposals which now do. Some other students pointed out that this will not
have been. brought to the
may show "CR's" in all their automatically flunk out the
Committee for its study.
courses. It is possible that a bottom 10! percent of the
My comments refer specific- reviewer of such a transcript entering
class.
Statistically
ally to the third proposal in would draw the inference that speaking. the averages of the
Baldwin'S article, but it should' the student had not exactly been scores for each individual will
be noted that it does not conflict
a "star" in all of his or her gravitate away from the exwith the first or last of the four courses, particularly if the re\ Please turn to p. S, col. l' ,
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Menick'sMercurial Manifesto
,

by Jeff Menick

They switched record companies once again, ending
up on Epic; the emergence of a strong gay-disco crowd
buying large numbers of dance records and selling out
Labelle concert at the Met, got them national press
coverage in Newsweek, among other periodicals, so that
with "Nightbirds" Labelle may be ready for stardom.

I have long been fascinated by the role of women in
rock. Sexism has been rampant as the men have
thoroughly dominated the industry, both artistically
and commercially since its inception.
Women have been scorned in song lyrics, used and
abused by the great and hangers-on and generally \
relegated to minor roles.
Artistically they have been treated as demi-sex'
goddesses (Grace Slick), objects of idol-worship
(Melanie) or tragic victims of a cruel society (Janis
Joplin). For every Joni Mitchell who has made her
personal angst a vehicle for marvelously introspective
song-poems, there is a Linda Ronstadt who suffers from
a loss of self.

several numbers in which she works as a rocker in front
of a rock and roll band and it is remarkably successful.
The LP opens with the old Animals hit "We Gotta
Get Out of This Place" which Barry Mann and Cynthia
Weilpenned almost 10 years ago. While her voice
doesn't have the range or real power demanded, the
production, musicianship and style of the tune let it
come on as a very strong number. Her own tunes on the
rest of side one are not as strong, the ballad style, love
songs,' and mournful aura is very forgettable, but
"Geronimo's Cadillac" which closes the first side, is at
least as good as Michael Murphey's original.

The album itselfis superb.a real turn-on for dancing
or just feelin' good. Alan Toussaint was enlisted to
produce the album and he used the Meters as the basic
band behind the group. From the opening strains of
"Lady Marmalade" a paen to the joys of the world's
oldest profession and its lovin' practitioners to the
close, aptly.titled "You Turn Me On", the disc oozes
sensuality.

On the back side of the album the pattern continues,
with the upbeat songs of other writers being more
enjoyable than her own slower paced material. Strong
arrangements and backup with effective multitracking
cover up her vocal deficiencies, unlike the slower,
sparser songs which reveal a voice somewhat less
enjoyable than Buffy St. Marie's. In spite of her'
shortcomings, the use of strong production, the
association with Davies, and the good songs'make this.
an album at least worth considering, and it augurs well
for the future, if she can make herself comfortable with
the idea of being a "rock and roll singer."

"Somebody Somewhere" has 'a Native American
sounding bridge that puts the horns that Toussaint

, The white women have mostly been solo acts "who
have worked most successfully in a folk-oriented idiom,
Judy Collins, Baez, Carley Simon - the list goes on.
Occasionally a Grace Slick does well as a rocker, while
Joy of Cooking developed a cult following for Toni
Brown and Terry Garthwaite, but Fanny got nowhere
and the most recent attempts have yet to succeed.
Black women, on the other hand, have a long history of success, primarily in the very limited doc-wop idiom
of the late SO'sand early 60's rhythm and blues. Martha
and the Vandellas, the Ronettes, the Shirelles, and of
course the Supremes, enjoyed tremendous success as
they got air play on both black and white radio stations,
selling to both top 40 and R & B listeners.

.,
,
s

,
.,

It is always amusing how the ten week period.from
the end of September through mid-November always
brings a deluge of record albums and concert tours.
-Albums by established artists come out to cash in on'
'Christmas gift-buying, and the end of summer means' '. , more people are indoors either listening to records or ,,'
concerts and since the albums come out then, the artists
go on tour to hype their new LP's.
'

One of those groups had a monsterous hit with "I'
Sold My Heart to the Junk Man" and although Patty
Labelle and the Bluebells continued to sell well, they
never earned the fame and reward many lesser groups
did and they faded from sight for a while at the end of
the 60's.
'
'
In 1971 Warner Bros;' released' an 'album by the
reconstituted and retitled "Labelle". Cindy Birdsong,
one of the original' Bluebells had replaced Diana Ross
, in the' Supremes, and Nona Hendryx, Sarah Dash and
Patti went to England where Vicki Wickham became
their producer and the Labelle LP resulted. That album
and its follow-up "Moon Shadow" both received much
critical acclaim, but the material was not easily suited
to AM radio play and so they did not sell well. Both
LP's combined some strong lyrics and original material,
with songs as diverse as the Cat Stevens title tune
"Moon Shadow", the Stones "Wild Horses" and Laura
, Nyro's "Time andLove," However, their eclecticism,
combined with a still strong racism in AM radio
programming resulted in great reviews and few record
sales.
'
,

,

As always, most oftoday's pop music is awful. I guess '
it is impossible for me to get through one side of 600/0of
the LP'sI audition. Occasionally, an album will come
up that merits special attention. like the Labelle, but ...'.
most are easily ignored.
' ". "
,' . '
'Sometimes this can .be' very frustrating. As -an "
example, I would cite almost everything the individual
Beatles have done since the group broke up. Contrary
to George Harrison's recent statement, the work they,
have done since they broke up doesn't come close to
some ofthe weakest of the Beatie material.
i

us ed so we II' rig ht up firon t WIith th e women. Nona
Hendryx has emerged as the song writer of the group
and her" Are You Lonely" is another of the many small
gems about life and love in1974 America on the LP~
I hope there-emergence of discos, the success of
groups like the Ohio Players, the Hues Corporation and
others will finally end the need to have music created by
Blacks go through a more rigorous test than that
created by Whites to gain AM air play. Certainly Stevie
Wonder, Barry White, and Labelle.deserve to start on
the same grounds as Neil Diamond, Cat Stevens, or
Loggins and Messina. If you like to boogie buy this
album.
.

A switch to RCA brought last year's "Pressure
Cookin"another
outstanding LP. However, RCA
botched the pressings on its initial release, reserviced
the album to radio stations and reviewers but again
lyrics like those of Gil Scott-Heron's "The Revolution
Will Not Be Televised" were too strong for AM radio.
More and more critics continued to rave. Some
progressive FM radio people began to playa little more
of their music, but outside of New YorkCity there was
still no pot of gold for Labelle.

Like a number of other women in pop music, Claire
Hamill has gone from label to label, record to record
looking for an identity and a role to play in the world.
Her previous LP, "October" on Island was a complete
disaster. However, I think that Ray Davies, the mad
genius behind the Kinks, has provided a good start for,
'a new Claire Hamill, rock and roller, on "Stage Door'
Johnnies" her first LP for Konk records.

However, a number of things have happened over the
past 18 months. Laura Nyro's last LP was a collection of
19SO's rock songs done with Labelle. Even nostalgia
haters loved the album and that turned a few more FM
radio people on to Labelle.

In the past, most of her own material has been
"folky" oriented and there has not been either enough
talent or distinguishing characteristic to establish
Claire as anything more than a British imitator of Joni
Mitchell. However, on "Stage Door Johnnies" there are

-

The best post-Beatles LP is McCartney's "Band on
the Run." The Bangladesh concert and "All Things
Must Pass" had some good moments, but not enough,
and John Lennon has degenerated into a shadow of his, . ,
former self. "Ringo" at least has had a sense of great'
fun but Lennon's "Mind Games" and the new "Walls'
and Bridges" (Apple 3416) are awful.
'
Not every group break-up has the same result,":
however, as the new Gene Clark LP, "No Other "
,reveals. A former Byrd and Burrito, Clark's first solo
effort for Asylum is one of the most well produced
albums of the year.
'
While the songs are far from "great" and Clark's
voice is not one of the best, this is a case of the whole
, being far greater than the sum of its parts.
The music is vintage L.A. country rock, with all of
the by now familiar sidemen sitting in on the session.
James Taylor's, backup band . the Section, most of
, Steve Stills' backup Manasis Band, Richard Greene of
Sea Train, etc. along with the "de Rigeur" course of
Shirley Mathews, Clydie King and Venetta fields.
While the sound is no longer. novel or innovative, it is
.Inoffensive. at worst and enjoyable in many parts,
particularly "Silver Raven" and "Lady of the North."

Committee Member Explains Grade Proposals
permissible number of courses' would be drawn from "CR" in
_Continued (romp. 4
_
these courses.
tremes toward the fiftieth per- anyway..
In sum, every student must
(3) Since all clinical courses
centile. This rule then would
probably flunk out only a few . are taken only on a credit-no still master the fundamentals of
percentage points of the class credit basis, such courses would every, course taken or stand in"
and m\ghL.RQLflllnk out any be clearly designated as clinical jeopardy of losing the chance to
more persons than would have on the transcript and a notation secure the degree, either by
been left behind because they to this effect would be provided failing outright or consistently
making barely-passing grades.
had failed, more than the so that no adverse 'Inferences

But no student is forced to
compete with others for higher
or lower passing grades, although each will maintain the
right to compete if he or she
chooses.Jn.any-and-every
course
taken (except for clinical activities),
in~luding , . first-year
courses.

Again, thank you for your
attention to the problem and I
,hope that the Grade Reform
Committee and the students
generally will help to find
,solutions;
.
Sincerely, .
Bill Wallace

,-=-.
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.,. "Four Prototypes of
Bad 'Advocacy "

volumes 47 through 90. Not an
by R. G. Bidwell
Important acquisitions during expensive acquisition but you
. Continued from p. 1
Rehnquist embarked on an illustration of his the past year? An excellent idea needed these extra copies.
repeat what the judges have hopefully already
theme using "Four Prototypes of Bad Advocacy,"
for an article in the Advocate.
New periodicals, considered,
read.
representing ways in which counsel are wont to However, if only major acquisi- as a group, constitute a major
In the same vein, Justice Rehnquist decried the
stray from the sublime balance of those two tions are considered, how many acquisition every year.. Again,
practice of some advocates who prepare a
essential ingredients, fact and law.
can there be in a year? The cost annual upkeep is a major
carefully written "oral argument" and proceded
First, there are those who are overly concerned
of one much-needed item can consideration. Your law library
to read it to the panel supplying a few hand
with the details of the case a!ld and .wiln!. to go easily exceed 10% of the annual
added 64 new periodical subgestures to enliven their recitation.
over the entire trialrecord again. Typically, said book budget. Fortunately, from scriptions last year and dropped
On the subject of counsel's attitude toward the
Justice Rehnquist, these are the guys who handled
time to time, gift money becomes 16. The reason for dropping
panel, Justice Rehnquist recommended moderathe case from the day it walked in the door and available to handle this type of periodical subscriptions is usualtion. Due respect should be shown, of course, but
ar«:..sowrapped up in itthat theycannot leave the purchase.
ly because they have ceased
one should avoid scraping, straining to agreed
lower court's finding of fact lie undisputed. In
Another problem in drafting
publication.
with every murmur and cough from the bench.
actuality, he said, the chance of the Supreme
an article on major acquisitions
As of July 1, 1974 we
The panel is made up of. mortals, and as the
Court reversing a finding of fact is so slim that
during the last year is the fact subscribed to 1035 periodicals.
Justice pointed out, "Most judges are judges as a rephrasing it at this level is a waste of everyone's that ten of them were listed in , Forty-three of the major law
result of some sort of historical or political
time.
the previous issue of the Advoreviews and more important
accident, and most are honest enough to admit it
However, and this introduces the second· cate in the article on micro- periodicals are duplicated. The
to themselves if not publicly." On the other
prototype, neither will the appellate court forms.
library attempts to subscribe to
extreme,' one should not bluster away and talk
appreciate the lawyer who does not have a basic
In the field of hard copy everything indexed in the "Index
do~n patronizingly to the panel. Neither attitude
familiarity with the facts.' This often occurs where ... additions to the library's collec- to Legal Periodicals" plus any
will further your cause.
his first involvement in the case comes on the tion, third sets of the West other periodicals in English on
As part ofthe process of communication ideally
appeal. Usually, said Rehnquist, the judges on the Pacific Reporter Second and law or related to law.
taking place in argument, the Justice insisted that
panel are more than aware of the evolution of the Southwest Reporter Second were
Among new periodicals subquestions from the bench are to be welcomed, not
law which bears on the issues, but have only seen acquired. This means that your scribed to ·last year are the
feared or resented as an unwarranted intersummaries of the facts of your case and may need law library now has three sets of following: People and Taxes,
ruption. A thoughtful questions will indicate that
some elaboration as to the underlying facts. This, all the West regional reporters, Kwansei Gakuin Law Review,
at least one member of the bench is interested in
at least, counsel must be prepared to offer.
second series. With each of these' Land Use Abstracts. Northern
your position on an issue. Moreover, 'his
This is not to say, however, that a thorough
new sets consisting of over 500 Kentucky State Law Forum,
interjecting. himself into your monologue will knowledge and facility with the legal issues of the volumes it was an expensive but
Uganda Law Focus, Internationwake up others on the panel, making your
case is to be slighted. But this gets us to the third
muc~ ?eeded ~ddition.
' al Journal of Criminology and
presentation more interesting and bringing the
prototype. Not unheard of, even in the annals of.;
Initial cost IS not the last. we Penology, Virgin Islands Bar
focus more sharply on what you are trying to get
Supreme Court practice, apparently, is counsel ~ear of a set of West 'pu~hca- Journal, Mental Hygiene, Inacross.
who is prepared only superficially on the law of tions. They .?Ius~be mamtame~. form Quarterly Newsletter, SyraThere is always the possibility, of course, that
the case. This goes not only to how the cases you A subscription IS entered. PaCI- cuse Journal of International
counsel will not like the questions; it may come as
rely on support your position, but involved also a fie Second bound volumes now Law and Commerce, Trend in
an unwelcome test to the weakest part of your 'familiarity with the position previously taken by -come out at the rate of 16 a year. Housing, Urban Land, Science
case, but it should be dealt with nevertheless. You
the members of the panel which will decide your for $17.00 a volume. Southand Public Policy, Hastings
may deal with it as summarily as possible if you case. In other words, you should know, or at least western Second comes out at the Constitutional Law Quarterly.
are not strong on the issue, but never, (or almost
have some theory, who will be for and whowill be same rate and these smaller
The foregoing list was selected
never) should one back-off on a point in
against your cause.
volume~ cost only. $1~.00 each. to show that not only do we
deferrence to expressions of judicial 'scepticism,
'.
Your hbrary maintains three subscribe to new law reviews and
admitting that it was your "throwaway"
In response t? a question from ~r~fessor sets of the West Supreme Court bar journals but also the broad
argument.
Stevenson, referring to the fact that It IS the Reporters; three sets of regional subject areas of interest to the
At this point in his presentation Justice
Please turn to p. 8, col. 1
reporters; five Federal Second legal profession which we recog•..
~.
and Federal Supplement; two nize in selecting other new
..
:. each California Reporter and periodicals.
As is true in every good
.•
New York Supplement Second;
library, there is a "want" list of
;8.
:~~~.fo~h;ed:;:~:ul~:sfec~~
major items. which the law,
maintaining just these sets is librarian feels are needed to
strengthen the collection. Suggestions. from students and
professors are always welcome.
offering second hand Supreme
In their respective capacities
Court Reporters for $1.50 a they may see weaknesses in the
volume. A survey of our three collection that librarians may
GILBERTS LAW SUMMARIES'
~
....
regular sets revealed they were- overlook.
- ......
heavily used .and many were
A written memorandum to the
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES; .
ready for the bindery .. A quick law librarian is the best means
long-distance phone call re- for recommending additions to
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
JJ.. .
served all the offered volumes the . collection. On --the other
SMITH REVIEW for your -Iibrary, They were in hand, the author of this article
excellent condition and we now enjoys discussing these things
NUTSHELL ,SERIES
have from four to six. copies of anytime, anyplace.
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Academic Bankru ptcyProposed
student they have in common is likely to ,§ 5. No failing grade shall be issued to an
composition or forever lose their claims is
fail their courses may file a petition for
academic
bankrupt
who has been'
deemed necessary by the Committee. The
involuntary academic bankruptcy,
allegdischarged of work due.
Committee believes that the proposed
Act would satisfy the dual purpose of
ing that one or more of the following acts '§ 6. (a) This 'act .may be cited as the
giving the student a fresh chance to finish
of academic bankruptcy has occured:
"Academic Bankruptcy Act of 1974:'
the semester and at the same time
(l) The student
is in substantial
(b) The provisions of this act are to be
guaranteeing to all participating
profesdanger of failing their courses by . liberally construed as, supplemental
to
sors, in equal proportion, a share of the'
reason of his failure to complete
the common law and to serve the
maximum amount which is feasible for
written work when due, or within an purposes of relieving just students from
the student to thereafter produce.
extension period, if any;
oppressing
obligations
and of giving'
The Committee
believes that the
(2) The student is devoting a dispro- , :them a new start in the semester.
remedy the Act provides should not be
, portion ate amount of his time to
. courses of other professors;
§ 7. The following definitions shalt apply
limited to illness or family troubles, but
(3) The student has admitted that he to this act:
, should be made freely available to honest
cannot possibly complete the semes. (1) "academic bankrupt" shall mean
students to effect the Act's purposes.
ter's work before it is due;
a student subject to discharge under this
The Act may be invoked only twice in a
(4) The bookstores are out of the act;
student's academic career so as to limit
relevant Gilbert's and the student
(2) "act" shall mean that statute
its possible abuse. The Act would also be
cannot reasonably obtain a current .referred to in § 6(a).
inapplicable
to courses taken on a
credit/no-credit
basis.
edition from another source;
(3) "adjudication"shall
mean a
Recommendation
(5) The student
has been found
determination
by' the Court that a
guilty of academic
dishonesty
as student is an academic bankrupt;
The Committee therefore recommends
determined by a school authority of
(4) "failing grade" shall mean a
that the following Academic Bankruptcy
competent jurisdiction.
grade which carries with it no credit
Act for adoption:
.
Academic Bankruptcy Act of 1974
(b) If the Court determines that an
towards graduation, or a grade which in
§ 1. A Court of Academic Bankruptcy is
act of academic bankruptcy exists with
the discretion of the Court is shocking to
hereby established. in this school, to be
respect to the student, the Court shall
the judicial conscience;
called the "Court:'
declare the student an academic bank(5) "petition" shall mean a motion
§ 2. (a) Any student presently enrolled in
rupt and require the student to comply
which requires the court to take action.
the school may file a petition
for
with §2(b).
(6) "student" shall mean any person
voluntary
academic
bankruptcy.
The
§
4.
After
an
adjudication,
the
academic
currently
enrolled in a degree program;
filing of such a petition will constitute an
.
bankrupt
shall
be
discharged
from
all
(7)
"Work"
shall mean homework,
adjudication
of academic bankruptcy.
work scheduled pursuant to §2(b), except
assignments, readings, suggested outside
The petition need only allege that the
the following:
,
studies, papers, projects, attendance in
student is behind in his work.
(I)
Work
due
in
credit/no-credit
class,
or other obligations
the per(b) The voluntary bankrupt shall list
courses;
formance
or
non-performance
of which
all courses in which he is enrolled and in
(2) Work
not discharged
in a
may affect the determination of whether
which work is due, and all work done in
previous adjudication under this act;'
a students receives a failing grade.
each-such course to date.
(3) Work
due after two prior
§ 8. The following forms are legally"
§ 3. (a) Two or more professors who, with
adjudications under this act.
sufficient within the act:
reasonable
grounds to believe that a

by Cralg SchWer
.
Findings
The SBA Committee
on Academic
Burdens has found that while there exists
a Federal
remedy for relieving just
debtors of their financial debts and
giving them
a new start' in life,
Bankruptcy Act of 1898, as amended,
11 U.S.C., there exists no viable method
whereby students
finding
themselves
behind in their work during the semester
can be relieved of some of the burdens of
the semester while at the same time being
able to fulfill at least part of their
scholastic obligation without academic
penalty.
At common law, the student could
obtain a composition
of his or her
(hereinafter, "his") professors. But this
was most often granted in cases of illness
or family troubles, and only then in
.limited circumstances.
The student could gather all of his
professors and request that they each
accept proportionally
less than was
otherwise due. If they agreed, the debt
would be released. (Of course, where a
student secretly promised one professor a
higher percentage than would be given to
the other professors under agreement,
any professor could have the composition
set aside.)
.
This remedy has proved inadequate
because one unwilling professor could
refuse to participate in the composition
and thereby attempt to enforce complete
payment at :the expense of the other
professors and especially at the student's
academic well-being.
Thus, a remedy whereby all professorcreditors could be compelled to join the

form No. 1
Professor's

Petition for Voluntary Academic Bankruptcy
. . . . . . . . . . . DISTRICT

OF

.

In re
............................

lot

[include here
all names used by bankrupt within last 6years]

Academic
Bankruptcy
No
.

Academic Bankruptcy

[Caption other than designation. as in Form No.1]

Discharge of Academic Bankrupt.

Professor's Petition •
1. Petitioners,
'
, of·
,
and
, of·
, and
',
of *
, are professors of [common student],
having provable claims against him, not contingent as
-to liability. The nature and amount of petitioners'
claims are as follows:
.

[Caption. other than designation. as in Form No.1)

....

1. Petitioner's

Voluntary Petition
student number is

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ~.....

.
,

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....

2. Petitioner has been currently enrolled within this
school for the present semester.
3. Petitioner is qualified to file this petition and is
entitled to the benefits of the Academic Bankrupty Act
as a voluntary academic bankrupt.
WHEREFORE
petitioner
prays for relief as a
voluntary academic bankrupt under the Act.
Signed:
,

Attomeyfor Petitioner
. Address:

;

,

.

Form No.3.

Form No.2
Petition for Bankruptcy'

ti

..

*State course taught
2. The alleged academic bankrupt has been enrolled
in this school this semester .
3. The alleged academic bankrupt is a person who
may be adjudged an involuntary academic bankrupt
under the Academic Bankruptcy Act.
4. During the current semester the alleged bankrupt
committed an act of academic bankruptcy in that he
did on
.
WHEREFORE
petitioners pray that
adjudged an academic bankrupt under the Act.
Signed:

be

Address:

:

.

,
,

.......................................

}

Petitioners.

I,
, the petitioner named in
the foregoing petition. do hereby swear that the statements contained therein are true according to the best
of my knowledge. information, and belief.

STATE OF
COUNTY OF

}

... ..

................................
'
.' .: Notary Public
,

• Photographers
• Editorial Personnel

ss:.

Subscribed
on

• Reporters
• Columnists

,

.. ,"

Petitioner.
to before me

We Still Need
Your Help ...

I, .;
, one of the petitioners named in the
foregoing petition, do hereby swear that the statements
contained therein are true according to the best of my
knowledge, information. and belief.

Petitioner.
subscribed-andswol11
on
.

.

[Petitioners sign if'not
represented by attorney.]
'

ss:

....................................
--,.
Academic Bankruptcy Judge .

,

Attorney for Petitioners.

[Petitioner signs if not
represented by attorney]
............................
,
Petitioner.
STATE OF ..•.............
COUNTY OF

Discharge of Academic Bankrupt.
It appearing that the person named above has filed a.
petition commencing a case under the Act on
,
was duly adjudged an academic bankrupt and that no
complaint objecting to the discharge of the academic,
. bankrupt was filed within the time fixed by the court [or .
that a complaint objecting to discharge of the academic?'
bankrupt was filed and, after due notice and hearing.'
was not sustained]; it is ordered that
'. ,
1. The above-named academic bankrupt is released <
from all dischargeable work.
"
2. All professors whose work is discharged by this
order are enjoined from instituting or continuing any
action or employing any process to require such work as
a personal liability of the .above-named
academic
bankrupt.
Dated:
.

and sworn to before me
.

The
Advocate

......................................
I'
Notary Public

COME BY OUR OFF leEROOM II, BACON HALL
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The ADVOCATE

I BALSA Complaint
Continued from p. 2
GAPSFAS.
However,
Dean
Potts mentioned that GAPSFAS·
.forms as such won't be surrendered to the Human Rights
Office.
In a special resolution passed
at that October 29 meeting, the
Student Bar Association urged
the administration
to keep the
SBA informed on the status of
the complaint
and the University's decisions in the matter.
The opinion of the body, according to Garza, was that there
should be compliance with the
subpoena, but that care should

be taken in the surrender of
particular material that would
breach the confidentiality of the
information.
Dean Potts did meet on
Tuesday, October 29, with the
special committee set up to deal
with the situation out of which
the complaint arose. Potts said,
that he will be regularly briefing
the committee and SBA members to keep them up to date on
the matter. Committee members
are Professors H. P. Green (who
chairs the committee),
Leroy
Merrifield and Arnold Reitze,
and students Scott Paseltiner
and Marcia Hughes,

B load Drive at G W

Bar Review'
The Advocate is com piling
a list of Bar Review Course
representatives for inclusion
in an upcoming issue. All
representatives who desire to
have their name, telephone'
number, and affiliation listed should submit the same
to the Advocate office, Bacon Hall, room 11" within
the next week.

Those who will donate-should
On Monday,
December
2,
between 10:30 A.M. and 3:30 call 331-6386 for an appointP.M. in the Ballroom of the ment. Those from the ages of 18
Marvin Center, the University is through 65 are eligible. Other
host to a blood drive as a questions concerning eligibility
participating
group of the Red can be answered at the same
telephone number.
Cross Blood Program.
125 donors are needed; for
meeting this goal the Red Cross
Blood Program will supply or
replace all blood used by the
University community (students,
employees, faculty.rand staff) at '
any hospital for a 1 year period.
There is an additional coverage
Continued from p. 1
for each specific
donor
to money for the State andlor to'
. include spouse, their dependent
require you to discharge your
children, parents,
and grandduties in the event you fail,
parents.
without reason to do so."

Agnew Suit
Considered

\(f)
Volunteer.
The National center
for Voluntary Action.

f~-~-~~----~-~-l

The Art of Oral Advocacy
Continued from p. 6'
practice in some jurisdictions for the make-up of
the panel to be kept a secret until the Moment of
Truth when they ascend the bench, (e.g. the Court'
of Appeals
for the D.C. Circuit),. Justice
Rehnquist lamented that he, too, had suffered
from that quirk of Judicial Policy while he'
practiced in the Ninth Circuit, and agreed that it
denied the lawyer an important tool. The practice
denies the fact, he said, that it is necessary to
prepare differently for presentation to different
panels. He recalled from his own experience
hearing audible moans on occasion from one side
or the other as the panel was unveiled.
The final prototype was the image of the
advocate who not only knows too much about the
law (Is there such a creature?) but insists on,
saying too much about the law during oral
argument. (Now this is a creature we are familiar
'with.)
Justice
Rehnquist
cautioned
against
excesses in this area-while
engaging in an
intellectual' dance with the precedents, counsel
may miss the opportunity to hammer home his
case.

Essential to a successful balance in terms 'of
both the law and the facts, is not only showing the
judges how they can decide for your position, but
making them want to decide for your position.
The latter ingredient is often found while dealing
with the flesh and blood aspects of the case, as
opposed to arguing the precedents alone.
Relating what he had discussed generally to the
institution of Moot Court, Justice Rehnquist said
what many who have served on moot court panels
have concurred in: Student advocates are often
better prepared than their real-life counterparts.
However, he cautioned against one of the dangers
he had outlined earlier-that
of coming on like a
"talking law review article."
Getting back to .his original
premise
of
"communication"
as the essence of oral advocacy,
the Justice brought home his point. Counsel must
strive to capitalize on his presence and personality
to dominate the floor when he presents his
argument. This is not to be achieved by 'bluster
and gimmicks, but by summoning up that great
imponderable which, when he leaves the podium,
will make his absence felt.
'

Bicycle, Racks Moved
was located behind
the law
by Craig Schiller
school.
The SBA Physical Facilities
The environmental impact of
Committee has moved the bithe move will necessarily be to
cycle racks which had been
industrialize yet another of the
located behind Stockton Hall to
few areas of natural vegetation
the grassy areas opposite Bacon
in the vicinity of the law school,
Hall adjacent to the law faculty
but this adverse effect was
parking
lot.
Hopefully,
the
believe outweighed by the represence of the parking attendant's booth will frighten away , ducedair pollution which would
result from a greater number of
would-bebicycle thieves\ thereby
people foregoing the use of their
encouraging
more stuc \ -nts to
automobiles in favor of the nonride their bikes to school. At
air polluting mode of transpor- .
least one student has had his
bike stolen from the rack while it tation,
I

..... n . excellent
company
of
theatrical artists, polemicists
and mirtsts."
oN.V. Ti_"""'.11
tin

The San.
Francisco
Mime

I Female student has apt.

I available in N.W. D.C. and

I
I

I

I wants to share with other
I female. Available immedi- I
ately. Call 785-1928.
I
1 $122.00.
_

I

I

I

~--,

Thursday Nov. 14
Two shows: 7 & 9: 30
Admission: 75c
Ballroom
Tickets available day of showMarvin Center Info. Desk
Films Committee

Pollution:
it's a crying shame

DY

SINGS
THE
BLUES

a{j!J

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
Filmed in PANAVISIQNs , In COLOR

BEIGHT BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
Classroom Located
One Block In·side Capital Beltway
9423 Georgia Avenue

- Silver Spring Marylan'cJ

MARYLAND BAR EXAM
Long course commences November 19, 1974
Short course commences January 6, 1975

Regist~ationsare now being taken

I ForF~bruary,1975Bar Exam/
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
CONTACT:
Thomas L. Beight
570-D North Frederick Avenue

Gaithersburg,

MarylancJ 20760

Phone'948=-6555or 460-8350

